Rug Beauty Care Serv ices

Rug Beauty Care Serv ices
Rug Shampoo Cleaning Beautification
Rug Dry Cleaning
Silk Rug Dry Cleaning
Rug Waterproofing Treatment
Rug Peeling Treatment
Moth Protection Treatment
Rug Colour Resurrection Treatment
Rug Antiquing Special Treatments
Rug Restoration Treatments
Re-stretching and Ripple Removal

Rug Beauty Care Services

R

ugs and kilims have a history of 2,500 years
(as was proven by the discovery of the «Pazyrk
Rug» in Siberia). Oriental carpets first made

their appearance in the Western world after the 11th
century Crusades. Until the mid-18th century, rugs
were considered too precious to cover the floor.
From travelling Nomads to Kings, people have lived with
their warmth and prized their long lasting beauty. Today, rugs grace homes and offices around the World.
Often a rug is a purchase of a lifetime and when properly maintained will last through several generations.
However, contemporary people cannot find an easy answer to the question of proper care of handcrafted or
machine made carpets and rugs. It also constitutes a
considerable cost for the carpet selling industry, which
is strongly demanding in pre-sales carpet treatments.
Art Clean is a specialized company with facilities in
Athens and Thessaloniki, and branches all around
Greece, in Nicosia (Cyprus) and Sofia (Bulgaria), having
as its main objective the care and treatment of rugs. Art
Clean is offering services in all Greece and the Balkans,
and has developed the capability to expand its activity
to the entire Europe.
With modern facilities and skilled technicians, we guarantee our customers specialized services with a high
level of quality, safety and efficiency.

Rug Shampoo Cleaning Beautification

A

cleaning method with specially designed modern equipment that will
bring out the richness of colour and
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softness of the rug pile.
Depending on the environmental factors and use, a
professional washing is recommended at least every 2 years and it is absolutely necessary for antique oriental rugs bought from rug sellers before
they reach retail shops. Proper cleaning reveals
the rug’s virtues, but also reveals hidden defects,
which will produce severe reputation problems
to the rug selling company if they are discovered
from the customer after the first cleaning.

Carpet washing machine

Carpet cleaning is:
• Tonifying the rug pile.
• Brightening and renewing colours.
• Removing all dust, dirt and carpet lint.
• Using safe and efficient detergents based on
green special formulas.
• Extra care: brushing and finishing of the rug pile
with special equipment.

Rug Dry Cleaning

S

ome categories of rugs are exhibiting several problems, often accentuated by normal cleaning. Some dyes may dissolve in

Wool rug dry cleaning

water or detergent. They also may be sensitive to
colour bleeding and the formation of water spots,
ring marks or perspiration stains. Colour bleeding is
more of a problem with dark colours than with pastels.
Made of protein, silk is susceptible to abrasion, yarn
slippage, sunlight damage, discoloration, and can show
texture changes.

Wool rug: upper side cleaned

In Art Clean, we have the experience to distinguish which
rugs have to be cleaned with dry cleaning procedures.
• Dry rug cleaning or VLM (very low moisture) rug
cleaning is relying on dry compounds.
• It is necessary when we deal with highly sensitive
rugs such as silk rugs, rugs dyed with unstable

Detail

natural dyes (as tea or coffee), antique worn rugs, etc.
• Special dry cleaning is also applied to coconut
Silk rug dry cleaning

carpets.
• No petrochemicals or toxic chemicals are used in our
cleaning process.

Silk rug dry cleaning. On the right: cleaned rug
Wool rug dry cleaning. On the right: cleaned rug

Rug Waterproofing Treatment

Water
Humidity

L

iquids spilled on the rug surface
can produce stains and some-

Ink, Paint

times irreparable changes to the

rug colours and the fibre structure.
High humidity damages fibres and may
cause colours to bleed.

Juices
Refreshments

Waterproofing the rug pile adds major protection against destructive incidents.
• Gives an invisible shield against dirt and

Wine, Beer
Beverages

resists all water stains.
• Coffee or drinks spilled on the rug
surface can be removed easily with a

Oil

simple dry tissue.
• Moisture stops on the top of the rug pile
and never passes through, to reach the
rug foundation.

Coffee, tea

• Adds extra protection from bacteria,
fungi and colour fading .
Household
Detergents

Pet Urine

Rug Peeling Treatment

Peeling treatment

R

ug peeling is a specialized treatment
applied on old rugs in order to revitalize
them, and on new rugs that are not prop-

erly finished. As peeling causes the dead skin to
slough off and give its place to the regenerated
smooth skin, rug peeling removes the unwanted
and unnecessary fibres and defects of the rug
pile surface.
Rug peeling is:

• Reducing the length of irregular pile fibers.
• Removing undesirable knots which are
appearing on the rug pile surface.
• A gentle shaving, removing the discolored fibre
edges is tonifying the rug colours.
• Rug peeling is a necessary procedure when an
area of the rug is rewoven during restoration.

Treated and untreated areas

Moth Protection Treatment

M

oth and carpet beetles are the
major enemies of rugs, especially for the handcrafted ones,

which are made from organic substances

Typical
moth damage

(the ideal food for insects' larvae).
Moth can ruin an entire rug company, destroying in a small time period the entire

Moth

stored merchandise.
Art Clean offers protection:
• Effective against moth and carpet beetles

Carpet beetle

• Moth proofing applied on new rugs
creates an anti-insect shield for a
guaranteed time period.
• On older rugs the technique demands
first to exterminate all eggs, larvae
and moths and then moth proofing to
be applied.
• All insecticides and insect repellents are
baby safe, environmentally friendly, pet
friendly and their synthesis is based on
herbal and natural components.

Extended
moth damage

Rug Colour Resurrection Treatment

R

estoring the original colours on rugs on which dyes,
due to improper cleaning, have spread all over the
rug pile or have coloured their neighbouring areas, is

possible.

Before

After long research in the reaction between natural, vegetable
or synthetic dyes and different chemicals we have developed
methods capable to remove the undesirable dyes and reveal
the original colours.
This chemical method is applied either on the whole rug, or in
focused areas.

Applying
treatment

• Very efficient treatment with rugs that seem destroyed from
improper cleaning.
• Restores the colour contrast of the rug.
• When applied on new rugs the treatment adds stability and
prolongs the life of rug colors.
• Is accenting the Abrash effect (the beautiful colour variation
known as «Abrash» results from differences in the dyeing
process. It produces differing colour patterns, various
shades or hues. These variations may appear as horizontal
bars, but other shapes of colour variation are possible.)

Final result (wet)

Rug Antiquing Special Treatments

R

ugs improve and increase in value - with use,
age and proper care. Colours soften, the wool
pile grows polished and lustrous. Even the nicks

and stains on old rugs accumulate and add character. For
at least a hundred years, rug sellers have devised ways to
simulate an old-rug look in new rugs. It is very important
to many people to get just the right look in their homes,
especially people with good taste. The generally known

Chemical
antiquing treatment

used methods of antiquing rugs range from harmless to
nearly fatal.
Art Clean has developed techniques that give to a brand
new rug the soft and subtle time patina of a naturally aged
antique rug, avoiding reducing rug life.
• Traditional sunbath colour aging

Result (Silver wash)

(long exposure to direct sunlight).
• Special treatments for focused or complete colour
aging (chemical rug-friendly baths)
• Silver wash or Gold wash antiquing treatment

Before treatment
Gold wash

Rug Restoration Treatments

A

ntique rugs at the time of
their making were made to
be used, not collected.

They always show small or major damages, often more or less skilfully repaired in the past.
Damage occurs through use or improper storage and results to aesthetic problems and loss of the value of the piece. In
the case of holes, cuts, colour changes,
colour fading, or dimensional changes,
a decision has to be made to repair the
piece in order to restore it to its original
condition.

Re-weaving
end loss
and refringing

Repairing
torn edge

Repairing
hole

Art Clean offers:
• Hand crafted restoration from skilled rug specialists
• Reweaving restoration of holes, end loss, dog-eared
corners, or damages caused by moth or use
• Restoration of the carpet foundation and pile
Repairing
hole

• Correction of the rug shading
• Restoration of the original colours on rugs with faded
colours or yellowed areas
• Redyeing bleached rug areas
• Replacing or refringing the old, worn rug fringes, binding
• Re-stretching and ripple removal, restoring dimensional
irregularity, or dimensional changes produced from tight
weaving, improper cleaning, temperature, or humidity
factors.
• Removing of the old carpet border and replacing it with a
new one (tissue, leather etc.)
• Carpet latex sealer or latex net base application on floor mats.

Re-stretching and
ripple removal

Re-weaving
torn edges

Needlecraft
Repairs

Wherever is a problem there is an Art Clean Solution

Problem:

Problem:

Problem:

Problem:

Dye overspreading
and colour diffusion due to
improper cleaning

Rust stains

Art Clean Solution:

Shape distortion,
ripples and shrinkage

Rug pile fibres
felted from improper cleaning

Spot remover - Rug Shampoo
Cleaning beautification

Art Clean Solution:

Art Clean Solution:

Re-stretching and ripple removal

Rug Shampoo Cleaning
beautification - Brushing - Rug
Peeling

Problem:

Problem:

Problem:

Problem:

Destructed fibres
and knots are appearing on the rug
pile surface

Severe damages
due to prolonged use

Severe damages
due to prolonged use, worn rug
fringes

Holes

Art Clean Solution:

Needlecraft repairs

Art Clean Solution:
Rug Color Chemical Resurrection
treatment

Art Clean Solution:

Rug Peeling - Rug Shampoo
Cleaning beautification

Art Clean Solution:

Art Clean Solution:
Hand crafted rebuilding of the
carpet foundation and pile

Re-weaving restoration,
replacing the fringes

Problem:

Problem:

Problem:

Problem:

Stain caused
from spilled liquid

Discoloration due
to contact with erosive liquid

Rug pile damage
caused from moth.

Art Clean Solution:

Art Clean Solution:

Art Clean Solution:

Dye overspread on
the rug pile and on the fringes due
to improper cleaning

Spot remover - Rug Shampoo
Cleaning beautification

Redyeing bleached area

Hand crafted rebuilding of the
carpet pile, moth proofing

Art Clean Solution:
Rug Color Chemical Resurrection
treatment

Cleaning & Care of Carpets and Rugs

Rug Beauty Care Serv ices
Mob: +44 (0) 77 3616 7415
ArtClean Ltd: 16a Western Mansions Great North Road, 
New Barnet, EN 51AD, London, UK
Email: artcleanltd@gmail.com
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